ABSTRACT Packet collisions caused by the standard Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) protocol in wireless local area networks (WLANs) have been a challenging problem leading to congestion and reduced throughput. To solve this problem, we propose a novel backoff state generation algorithm, called adaptive virtual backoff algorithm (AVBA), operating in an access point. The virtual contention window size in the algorithm is automatically adjusted based on the number of synchronized active nodes in a cell. Backoff counts generated by AVBA operating in the access point are sent by the access point to each active node in the cell to try to synchronize transmissions and minimize packet collisions. The evaluation results show that the AVBA improves the throughput performance compared to the existing collision resolution techniques, such as the deterministic backoff and centralized random backoff (CRB), when the number of active nodes is large. Moreover, the results show that it maintains a high level of fairness in terms of channel access opportunities between nodes using AVBA and nodes using the DCF protocol when they coexist in a mixed wireless network scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Applications operating on wireless devices are extremely varied, and they are generally uncorrelated with each other. Fig. 1 shows a typical wireless network, where Wi-Fi devices follow the IEEE 802.11 standard Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol to transmit signals fairly on the frequency channel that the devices share. The standard MAC protocol employs the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) method as a primary multiple access mechanism, which implements random access to the channel. The distributed random access protocol is simple to implement, and effective for maintaining fairness in terms of channel access opportunities between Wi-Fi users with various applications that share the same unlicensed frequency channel. A huge number of Wi-Fi devices using this multiple access technique have already been widely deployed, and new medium access techniques for local wireless communications in the unlicensed frequency bands must be capable of fairly coexisting with
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In a wireless local area network (WLAN) using the DCF protocol, two or more independent active nodes can reach backoff count zero at the same time, and simultaneous transmissions from such nodes can occur. The transmitted data signals can interfere with each other, and the result may be that none of the transmitted signals is successfully received. This undesirable event is called a packet collision. The packet collision issue will become more critical in future, because it is anticipated that the number of active nodes, n, served by a wireless network will increase. Recently, the 802.11ah standard technology was developed to enable long range wireless local area networks (e.g. up to 1.5 km) with lots of wireless sensor devices, and the 802.11ax standard task group considered how to improve average spectral efficiency in a dense user environment. Both standardization approaches assume that the number of nodes served by a wireless network will increase. However, these wireless technologies will still mainly be based on the DCF protocol.
In the past, a large number of ideas were proposed for reducing the probability of a packet collision [1] , [2] . However, the packet collision probability, p, is still larger than zero in such methods, and this still causes performance degradation. Recently, new approaches have been reported for achieving collision free WLANs, where the collision probability p can approach zero [3] - [15] . These methods involve stations announcing their randomly chosen backoff count to assist neighboring nodes to choose non-conflicting backoff counts [3] , adaptively choosing a backoff count based on historical use by other nodes [4] , or using a deterministic backoff algorithm that ensures an exclusive backoff count for each node [5] - [13] .
The concept of centralized random backoff (CRB) was proposed in [14] , and it was further evaluated in [15] . In the CRB method, backoff states are generated by a virtual backoff algorithm (VBA) operating in the AP (Access Point), and they are allocated to the connected active nodes by means of ACK frames. So, the operation of medium access control in the network is defined by the allocated backoff states, and the network converges to a collision free state after a convergence time. The concept of a virtual collision in VBA was created to allow the access point to ensure that each node is allocated a unique backoff state. (A virtual collision in VBA is the event that a selected random number in VBA is the same as the backoff count of another synchronized node in the network.) It was reported in [15] that a high level of fairness between CRB and DCF nodes in terms of channel access opportunity is maintained when they coexist. In CRB, how active nodes access the shared channel is defined by the backoff state generation algorithm operating in the AP. Since APs normally maintain a reliable connection to the internet, such an algorithm can be updated easily on demand.
According to the IEEE 802.11 standards, only three rates (i.e. 6 Mbps, 12 Mbps, and 24 Mbps) are mandatory. This means one of the three rates has to be used for transmitting ACK frames in order to support backward compatibility. When the 6 or 12 Mbps rate is used for transmitting ACK frames, adding two additional octets for including the CRB field requires an additional OFDM symbol. This may be a small cost for implementing a centralized wireless network. If the 24 Mbps rate is used, it does not require an additional symbol.
A couple of limitations of CRB were shown in [15] . First, the throughput gain is reduced because of the slow convergence speed when the number of active nodes n is large. For example, a network with twenty active CRB nodes may take an hour to achieve a collision free state. Second, the level of fairness to legacy DCF nodes should be further improved. A large number of devices using the standard DCF protocol have been widely deployed, and a brand new device using a new medium access technique must fairly coexist with such legacy DCF devices in terms of channel access opportunity. Moreover, little attention has been paid to an adaptive control algorithm for CRB.
In order to tackle both the slow convergence speed and the level of fairness to legacy devices, we propose a novel backoff state generation algorithm, which is called the adaptive virtual backoff algorithm (AVBA). In CRB, it is observed that as the number of synchronized CRB nodes (SCNs) increases, the number of virtual collisions tends to increase; as the number of virtual collisions increases, the backoff state generation algorithm operating in the AP tends to generate a backoff state with a larger backoff count value. The AVBA has been designed based on these observations. The AP computes the average number of virtual collisions based on the number of SCNs, and the average number of virtual collisions is used to determine the adaptive virtual contention window size. The adaptive virtual contention window size in AVBA is then periodically adjusted.
Note that the number of SCNs is directly (and exactly) known to the AP at all times regardless of the number of stations n, while the number of nodes n is unknown to the AP. (Although the number of nodes n could be known to the AP indirectly by estimation techniques such as [16] and [17] , it is still a very complex issue because of slow adaptation when the number of active nodes n is large and changes rapidly.) Evaluation results show that AVBA is much faster than the CRB method in terms of convergence speed for achieving a collision free state (when legacy DCF nodes are not active/present). Moreover, it is fairer to legacy DCF nodes when coexisting with them.
Section II reviews related works. Section III summarizes the network model to be considered in this paper. Section IV recapitulates the concept of CRB, and then introduces the concept of AVBA. Section V presents analysis of throughput performance. Section VI shows simulation results. Section VII summarizes key findings in this research, and presents remaining issues and future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
The CRB method has advantages over EBA (Early Backoff Announcement) [3] . In CRB, backoff information is sent by an ACK frame, which is a unicast transmission (from the AP to the source node) and the backoff information could be encrypted if required for security. Such ACK frames are generally more robust than data frames. Moreover, each time slot in CRB is randomly reserved by the VBA mimicking the standard DCF protocol. This allows randomly distributed unreserved time slots over time (like empty time slots when using the DCF). This is necessary to support highly dense wireless networks with multiple APs. Although CRB might not maintain a collision free state (because of interference causing desynchronization), it can still operate in such a dense environment (like the standard DCF technique operating in such an environment).
The CRB technique achieves better performance than the deterministic backoff method studied in [5] - [13] . In the deterministic backoff method, nodes reserve a unique time slot through real packet collisions, while in CRB the nodes are allocated a unique time slot through virtual collisions, which only conceptually occur in the algorithm operating in the AP. Because of this difference, the network using CRB is more efficient without a dynamic parameter adjustment when the number of active nodes n is large. The modified deterministic backoff method discussed in [9] and [13] may not properly operate when the stations do not have a sufficient number of data packets in their transmission queue and/or when the channel condition varies rapidly. Moreover, transmitting a large number of data packets consecutively may cause a delay issue to nodes using a delay sensitive application or might also cause an unfairness issue when the number of active nodes varies over time in practical conditions such as multiple coexisting APs and/or in the presence of the hidden node problem.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
We first consider a simple case where a single AP operates in the infrastructure mode as described in Fig. 1 , and all nodes connected to the AP are assumed to follow the IEEE 802.11a physical layer standard. (AVBA to be discussed in this paper is also applicable to Wi-Fi devices using the IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac standard techniques, as long as they follow the standard random access method for exchanging Data and positive ACK frames.) To derive a simple tractable analysis model for investigating this case, it is assumed that the network operates in saturated traffic conditions and all nodes are assumed to transmit User Datagram Protocol (UDP) packets, emulating real-time streaming applications, e.g. video telephony and screen mirroring applications. It implies the effect of queueing dynamics is very small. In the analysis model, we assume that interference from adjacent wireless networks is negligible. AVBA is also applicable when devices transmit transmission control protocol (TCP) packets; however, this specific topic is out of the research scope of this paper.
In order to test practicality of AVBA, we implement a Monte Carlo simulation based on the Network Simulator version 3.25 (NS-3.25) for more realistic cases such as unsaturated traffic conditions; the overlapping of two APs; a mixture of AVBA nodes and legacy DCF nodes; and a hidden node scenario. The Wi-Fi module of NS-3.25 source code implements the packet error rate (PER) model described in [18] .
IV. ADAPTIVE VIRTUAL BACKOFF ALGORITHM
In this section, CRB [15] is briefly reviewed. Then, the concept of AVBA is introduced in detail.
A. REVIEW OF THE CENTRALIZED RANDOM BACKOFF (CRB)
In CRB, backoff states are generated by VBA operating in the AP, and they are allocated to stations by means of ACK frames. The pseudo-code shown in [15, Fig. 4 ] describes how VBA generates a unique backoff state for each active station. In the figure, the scalar W 0 denotes the minimum contention window size defined in the 802.11 standard; the notation i represents the virtual backoff stage in the algorithm; the notation k represents the currently chosen virtual backoff count value in the algorithm; the scalar m is the maximum backoff stage value; the acronym SBCs stands for synchronized backoff counts, which are allocated backoff counts from the AP to active CRB nodes and are being used to access the channel. As seen in lines from 4 to 7 in the code, if a virtual collision occurs, then the value i increases by one and the algorithm selects a new random number from the doubled virtual contention window. If the newly selected number is unique compared to the SBCs, then it is allocated to the source node.
An active CRB node is either a synchronized CRB node (SCN) or an unsynchronized CRB node (UCN). An active CRB node that has been allocated a backoff state from the AP is called an SCN; an active CRB node that has not been allocated a backoff state and independently generates its backoff state (like a DCF node) is called a UCN. An active CRB node becomes an SCN after a successful transmission of a data frame and a successful reception of the ACK frame with the backoff state information. When the AP has data frames to send, the backoff state generation algorithm allocates a unique backoff state to the AP in order to avoid a collision with the SCNs. In this case, the active AP is considered as an SCN as well.
B. ADAPTIVE VIRTUAL BACKOFF ALGORITHM (AVBA)
The scalar l(t) is defined as the number of SCNs at time t. The scalar l(t) is an integer value in the range [0, n]. The AP computes and monitors the average number of synchronized nodes,l(t), which can be expressed as (1) .
The notation x denotes the nearest integer from the value x, and the function Avg(l) denotes the simple moving average measured over the last 500 ms. Fig. 2 describes how AVBA generates a backoff state. The notation W a 0 in the figure denotes the adaptive minimum contention window size W a 0 (l(t)), which is periodically adjusted depending on the average number of synchronized nodesl(t). In contrast, the minimum contention window size in CRB, i.e. the value W 0 in lines 3 and 7 in [15, Fig. 4 ], is a constant value regardless of the number of synchronized nodes. The value 
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0 is an integer larger than or equal to the value W 0 . The relation between the minimum contention window size W 0 and the adaptive contention window size W a i (l(t)) at backoff stage i is given by equation (2),
The function N vba vc (l) is defined as the average number of virtual collisions per allocated backoff state when the number of SCNs using VBA is l(t). The pseudo-code shown in Fig. 3 specifies the operation of AVBA in detail. Note that AVBA is based on the average number of synchronized nodesl(t) (which is known to the AP at any time), and it only requires a minimal change from CRB. AVBA does not require an additional MAC frame exchange nor a technique to estimate the number of active nodes n.
1) THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF VIRTUAL COLLISIONS
On average N vba vc (l) virtual collisions occur in VBA before generating a unique backoff state when the number of synchronized nodes is l. From the Markov chain model studied in [15] , the relation between the number of synchronized nodes, l, and the average number of virtual collisions per allocated backoff state N vba vc (l) can be obtained as equation (3),
where the notation Q l i denotes the probability of a virtual collision at virtual backoff stage i when the number of synchronized nodes is equal to l in VBA. (The probability of a virtual collision, Q l i , is obtained by equations (1)- (6) in [15] .) The function N vba vc (l) is shown in Fig. 4 , where we see that as the number of synchronized nodes increases the average number of virtual collisions also increases. For example, the value N vba vc (l) is approximately two when the value l(t) is 35. This implies that, on average, three backoff counts are tested before sending a contention free backoff count value to a node when the number of synchronized nodes is 35, and it also implies that on average the unique backoff count value is selected in the range [0, 2 2
2) THE ADAPTIVE CONTENTION WINDOW SIZE
The adaptive contention window size W a i (l(t)) defined by equation (2) is obtained as the function N vba vc (l(t)) is given by equation (3) . As the average number of synchronized nodes l(t) increases, the value W a 0 (l(t)) also increases automatically in AVBA. This means as the average number of synchronized nodesl(t) increases, AVBA tends to generate a larger backoff count value than a backoff count value generated by VBA. For example, given W 0 = 16 and m = 6, the adaptive minimum contention window size W a 0 (l(t)) becomes 26 whenl(t) = 10 and it becomes 58 whenl(t) = 30. This reduces the collision probability p when the number of active nodes n is large, and this reduces the convergence time for AVBA. By doing so, the total throughput gain when using AVBA is improved compared to VBA when n is large. 
3) THE OPERATION OF STATIONS
The pseudo-code shown in Fig. 5 describes the operation of stations using AVBA. After a successful transmission, stations use the allocated backoff state to transmit the next data frame. (Refer to lines 9-10 in Fig. 5 .) Lines from 2 to 7 in the pseudo-code describe the operation of AVBA nodes that have just become active. The operation of such active nodes are exactly the same as the operation of legacy nodes following the DCF protocol. This means that the nodes are assumed to be independent and distributed before a successful data frame transmission. Lines 11-15 describe the operation of a node after a transmission failure. Line 14 shows that the node selects a random number (as its backoff count) from the adaptive contention window size W a 0 (l(t)), not W 0 . Use of the adaptive contention window size W a 0 (l(t)) after a transmission failure further reduces the convergence time of the network. Stations compute the adaptive contention window size W a 0 (l(t)) as follows. Each station operating using AVBA overhears data frames and ACK frames, and identifies the MAC addresses of them. It is assumed that the stations can distinguish ACK frames with a backoff state from overheard ACK frames. It is also assumed that the function N vba vc (l(t)) is known to the stations. Then, they can estimate the average number of synchronized nodesl(t) connected to the AP, and they can compute the value W a 0 (l(t)).
V. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, the operation of a node using AVBA is described with a Markov chain model, and the network converging to a collision free state is studied with linked absorbing Markov chains. Using the Markov chain model analysis, we investigate the relation between a convergence time period and total throughput performance of the wireless network.
A. OPERATION OF A NODE USING AVBA
The operation of a node using AVBA can be expressed as a Markov chain model shown in Fig. 6 . Unlike the Markov chain model for VBA presented in Fig. 11 in [15] , this model for analyzing AVBA consists of the adaptive contention window size W a i (l(t)) at backoff stage i. Since the structure of this model is identical to the structure of the Markov chain model in [11, Fig. 15 ] (except the adaptive contention window size), this model can be solved by equations (10)- (17) in [15] . Note that this model becomes identical to the Markov chain model shown in [19] when the average number of synchronized nodesl(t) is zero. This implies that the nodes tend to operate like legacy DCF nodes when the valuel(t) is small, and this implies that nodes using AVBA can fairly coexist with legacy DCF nodes when the proportion of nodes using AVBA is small in the mixed network.
B. CONVERGENCE TO A COLLISION FREE STATE 1) SETTLING TIME AFTER ADJUSTMENT
The network state changes before converging to a collision free state. The network state transition is described as follows. The AP monitors the average number of synchronized nodes l(t), and determines the average number of virtual collisions N vba vc (l(t)). The AP periodically adjusts the adaptive virtual FIGURE 5. The pseudo-code of the operation of a node using AVBA. contention window size W a i (l(t)). For example, the AP shown in Fig. 7 adjusts the adaptive virtual contention window size at every time t i . The time interval between adjustments is denoted by the notation t, i.e. t i − t i−1 . Just after the virtual contention window size adjustment, some active nodes still use backoff count values allocated before the adjustment. For example, in Fig. 7 , STA1 and STA2 are operating in the backoff process with backoff count values that were allocated before the adjustment. The backoff counts being used by STA1 and STA2 were selected from a contention window size that is different to the contention window size used for STA3. At a later time for transmitting its next data frame, STA1 and STA2 will be allocated a backoff count selected from the updated contention window. We define the time period required for all the active nodes using AVBA in the network to use the same contention window size after the adjustment as a settling time. The settling time period ends once every node in the network successfully transmits a data frame to the AP and is allocated a backoff state from the AP.
2) LINKED ABSORBING MARKOV CHAINS
The convergence process to a collision free state can be described with the example of absorbing Markov chains shown in Fig. 8 . In this example, it is assumed that the network starts from the initial state where l(t) = 0 and W a 0 (l(t)) = W 0 . At the end of the first t time period, the measured average number of synchronized nodesl(t) is equal to two for example. (Refer to 1 in the figure. ) Then, the AP adjusts the adaptive virtual contention window size to W a 0 (l(t) = 2), and the network enters the settling time period. During the settling time period, the network operates in transitional mixed network states, where not all active AVBA nodes use a backoff count chosen with the same contention window size. (Refer to 2 in the figure.) After the settling time period, it is assumed that all active AVBA nodes use the same contention window, and then the network state can be considered as one of network states in the 3rd absorbing Markov chain. (Refer to 3 in the figure.)
If provided a sufficient time period t after each adjustment of the parameter W a 0 (l(t)), the network state transitions between absorbing Markov chains can be approximated as the linked absorbing chain model shown in Fig. 9 . In this regard, the value t is chosen as 500 ms in this analysis. This linked model expresses network state transitions occurring both every time slot (solid lines) and every adjustment time interval, i.e. t, (dotted lines). The notation j a in Fig. 9 denotes the j-th time slot during which the adaptive contention window size is adjusted. Following this convergence process, the network state moves towards the absorbing state where l = n and p = 0.
C. SATURATION THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS 1) THE NUMBER OF SYNCHRONIZED NODES
We define the probability distribution vector P j i (where i ∈ [0, n]) as the probability distribution of the number of synchronized nodes l at the jth time slot when the network started from the network state where the average number of synchronized nodesl(t) was equal to i. This vector P j i can be expressed as:
where each element p j k (i) (where k ∈ [0, n] and i ∈ [0, n]) denotes the probability that l = k at the jth time slot from the time slot with a contention window size adjustment, where the number of synchronized nodesl(t) was equal to i. The elements p j k (i = 0) become equal to the elements p j k in the equation (18) in [15] , because W a 0 (l(t)) = W 0 whenl(t) = 0. Note that n k=0 n i=0 p j k (i) = 1. The probability distribution vector P j i can be obtained by equation (5),
where the vector I i represents the network state that the number of synchronized nodesl(t) is equal to i. For example, whenl(t) = 0, the vector I 0 is equal to 1 0 0 · · · 0 0 (i.e. the probability thatl(t) = 0 is one, otherwise zero); in general whenl(t) = i, only the (i + 1)th element of the vector I i is equal to one while all the other elements are zero, e.g. ifl(t) = 2 then I 2 = 0 0 1 0 · · · 0 0 . In this analysis, the convergence time ends when the value of the element p j n (i) in equation (4) exceeds 0.99.
2) MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION FOR THE LINKED ABSORBING MARKOV CHAINS
The matrix A i in equation (5) represents the absorbing Markov chains shown in Fig. 9 . Each of the linked absorbing chains shown in Fig. 9 starts with i synchronized nodes at the start of each t time period (i.e. the number of synchronized nodesl(t) is equal to i when the AP adjusts the adaptive contention window size at the start of each t time period.). This matrix A i can be expressed as (6) ,
where each element S i x,y represents the probability that the number of synchronized nodes changes from y to x during each t time period starting withl(t) = i.
3) NETWORK PARAMETERS
In order to obtain analytical results, the parameters shown in Table 1 are used. The choice of the value of the parameter t is important and is explained as follows. As the number of active nodes n increases, the number of empty time slots decreases. The duration of an empty time slot is 9 µs, while the duration of a time slot with a successful data transmission (or with an unsuccessful data transmission) is a few hundred micro seconds. Because of this, as the number of active nodes n increases, the time period required for an active node to successfully transmit a data frame (and to be allocated a backoff count selected from the newly adjusted contention window) increases. This means the settling time after adjustment will increase with the number of active nodes n. Provided the network parameter values shown in Table 1 and given a value of n in the range [2, 40] , the value 500 ms of contention window adjustment time interval t corresponds to more than 2,000 time slots. The value 500 ms is large enough compared to the settling time period, since the settling time period when the number of active nodes n is 40 requires less than a few hundred time slots. 
4) ANALYSIS RESULTS
The probability distribution P j i is obtained from equations (5)- (6), and the network total throughput can be obtained from equations (23)-(25) in [15] . Fig. 10 shows analytical results on the throughput performance with different convergence time period values, i.e. 2 seconds and 120 seconds. We see in the figure that when the convergence time is equal to 2 seconds, the throughput gain of AVBA outperforms that of CRB as the number of active nodes n increases above 15. This is because a network using AVBA achieves a collision free state within a short convergence time. In the range [2, 14] , the maximum throughput when using AVBA is slightly lower than the maximum throughput when using CRB. This is because AVBA tends to generate a backoff count larger than a backoff count generated by VBA, and it causes a larger number of idle time slots. However, Fig. 11 presents analytical results showing that the convergence time period when using VBA rapidly increases with the number of active nodes, while it slowly increases when using AVBA. 
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
We have developed a Monte Carlo network simulation to test the practicality of AVBA and to validate the numerical analysis in the previous section. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 2 . Fig. 12 shows four different simulation configurations. In Setup-A, B, and C, a data rate of 54 Mbps is used by stations for sending data packets, while in Setup-D a data rate of 18 Mbps is used; all ACK frames are transmitted at 6 Mbps. Distance values between the AP and stations are selected from a triangular distribution in the range [2, 5] meters, and the simulation is repeated 100 times. In this Monte Carlo simulation, stations are uniformly placed within the two-dimensional circular space. The maximum range of 5 meters is small enough to guarantee a successful data frame transmission when a packet collision does not occur. In Setup-A described in Fig. 12a , all the active nodes operate using AVBA, while in Setup-B shown in Fig. 12b active nodes using AVBA coexist with active legacy DCF nodes. The two APs in Setup-C described in Fig. 12c are placed at a distance L from each other, and they are assumed to use the same frequency channel. Each of the APs has 10 connected stations, assumed to use the same frequency channel as well. So, transmitted signals from nodes connected to one AP may interfere with transmitted signals from nodes connected to the other AP. In this setup, the Nakagami fading model [20] is used along with a long distance propagation loss model (exponent = 3) in order to obtain realistic simulation results. Lastly, in Setup-D shown in Fig. 12d , the location of STAs 1-3 is fixed at 110 meters away on the leftside from the AP, while the location of STA 4 (i.e. the notation L) changes on the right side. The distance L in Setup-C and Setup-D is given as equation (7), where the scalar d represents an integer and x denotes a random number selected from a Normal Distribution with zero mean and unit variance. The simulation is repeated 100 times, and we obtain average values. In Setup-C, the value d varies from 5 to 500 metres, and we observe how the total throughput per AP changes. In Setup-D, the value d changes from 2 to 220 metres, and we find how the network throughput performance will change when STA 4 becomes a hidden node (to the three nodes in the opposite side) at a distance. A. RESULTS IN SETUP-A Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show simulation results on the total throughput when using the DCF, G-DCF, deterministic backoff, CRB, and AVBA. Fig. 13 shows the total throughput when using AVBA with 15 active stations increasing up to 35 Mbps as the offered payload per station increases. In Fig. 14, the total throughput performance when using DCF rapidly decreases with the number of active nodes n, while when using G-DCF the throughput performance very slowly decreases as the value n increases within the range [2, 40] .
The maximum total throughput value that is achieved by G-DCF is about 30 Mbps. (In this simulation, nodes using G-DCF halve their contention window size after the fourth consecutive successful transmission.) The other three methods that achieve a collision free state, i.e. deterministic backoff (the deterministic value in this simulation is W 0 /2), CRB, and AVBA, demonstrate a higher total throughput within the plotted range for n. The maximum total throughput value that is achieved in a collision free state is about 34-35 Mbps. We see that when two seconds of the convergence time have passed, the throughput performance when using AVBA outperforms that of using CRB when n is in the range [14, 40] . It is also observed that when 120 seconds of convergence time have passed, AVBA achieves a throughput of 35 Mbps or so regardless of n within the plotted range. When the value n is 30, the total throughput of AVBA after 120 seconds outperformed that of CRB by 27%. These total throughput results closely match with the analytical results presented in Fig. 10 . Fig. 16a shows the total throughput results when the number of active nodes n increases by 5 users every 5 seconds, and Fig. 16b shows the results when n increases by 5 users every 60 seconds. In Fig. 16a , when the number of active nodes n becomes 15 for the 10-15 seconds time period, the throughput performance of AVBA becomes higher than that of the other methods. As the value n increases over 15 up to 60, the throughput performance still outperforms that when using CRB. In Fig. 16b , when the value n becomes 20 for the 180-240 seconds time interval, the throughput performance of AVBA becomes higher than that of the other methods. As the value n increases over 20 up to 60, the throughput performance still outperforms that when using CRB. This is because the adaptive virtual contention window size in AVBA increases with the number of synchronized nodes in the cell, and this reduces the number of packet collisions. Fig. 15 shows the throughput performance in the mixed network setup described in Fig. 12b , where the total number of active nodes is 10, i.e. the number of active AVBA nodes plus the number of active legacy DCF nodes is equal to 10. Fig. 15a shows that the gap of throughput per node between a node using AVBA and a legacy DCF node is smaller than that of between a node using CRB and a legacy DCF node. This throughput gap is also smaller than that between a node using the deterministic backoff method and a node using the legacy DCF protocol. This is because AVBA allocates more empty time slots, as the proportion of AVBA nodes increases. Fig. 15b shows that the Jain's fairness index (JFI) 1 of the mixed network is improved. This result means that AVBA is fairer to legacy DCF nodes than VBA or deterministic backoff. Note that the throughput gap gradually increases as the proportion of nodes using AVBA increases. Fig. 15c shows that the total network throughput in the mixed network gradually increases as the proportion of AVBA nodes increases. We also see that the total throughput when using AVBA is very close to that when using CRB. In addition, the figure shows that the total throughput when using either CRB or AVBA is higher than that when using the deterministic backoff method. This gap of throughput gain is due to the fact that in the deterministic backoff method, 1 JFI is a metric to determine if nodes in a network are receiving a fair share of communication resources. nodes tend to reserve a unique time slot through real packet collisions, while in CRB or AVBA the nodes can be allocated a unique time slot through virtual collisions which only conceptually occur in the algorithms.
B. RESULTS IN SETUP-B

C. RESULTS IN SETUP-C
The wireless medium in Setup-C is shared by two wireless networks, each of which has 10 active nodes using the same frequency channel. Transmitted signals from nodes connected to one AP may interfere with transmitted signals from nodes connected to the other AP. Fig. 17 shows that as the distance increases, the total throughput per AP increases. This is because the strength of interference signals from the other network is reduced by propagation loss, as the distance value increases. Note that the throughput performance when using AVBA is very close to that when using the legacy DCF protocol in the range [5, 200] . This is because nodes using AVBA tend to revert back to the DCF protocol as transmission failure increases, i.e. they independently select a random value for their backoff count (like a legacy DCF node) after a transmission failure. In this range, we see that the throughput performance when using AVBA is only slightly higher than that when using the legacy DCF method. In this simulation, as denoted in the figure where the range d ∈ [0, 50], we can observe the capture effect that can occur when STA4 and one (or more than one) of STAs 1-3 transmit simultaneously. When STA4 is located within this range, the received signal from STA4 becomes much stronger than signals from STAs 1-3. Because of this capture effect, the total throughput in the range d ∈ [0, 50] is slightly higher compared to that when the capture effect does not occur in the range d ∈ [60, 80].
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed the adaptive virtual backoff algorithm for achieving collision free wireless networks while maintaining compatibility to legacy nodes using the standard DCF protocol. The evaluation results showed that it improves the convergence speed compared to CRB, and when 120 seconds convergence time has passed the total throughput performance of the network with 30 active nodes is improved by 27 %. Moreover, the simulation results showed that regardless of the proportion of nodes using AVBA in the mixed network configuration, the fairness index is maintained above 0.98. However, when using CRB, the Jain's fairness index decreases below 0.98 when the proportion of CRB nodes increases above 0.6. Because of these results, AVBA is a more effective collision resolution technique and more fairly coexists with existing WLANs. Since the proposed technique has some features of both decentralized and centralized scheduling methods, it could be used for fair and efficient femtocell (or small-cell) communications operating in unlicensed frequency bands.
As future work, the performance of AVBA in environments with a high level of interference, e.g. airports and coffee shops, should be experimentally tested. In addition, synchronization of an allocated backoff count, i.e. a SBC, between the AP and the allocated station can be disrupted by an interference signal that can be caused by the hidden node problem and the exposed node problem. The practical impact of this desynchronization issue should be investigated. In addition, the analysis model could consider more practical conditions, for example a limited number of retransmissions, imperfect channel conditions (e.g. fading channel, hidden nodes, or interference with jamming signals), support of a quality of service (QoS) control, unsaturated traffic conditions, frame aggregation with the use of a block ACK frame, and so on.
